
Working with 12wt Thread 

The 12wt thread used in my samples is the Fillaine acrylic 
thread from Sulky.  Using this thread in specially digitized 
designs can resemble the look of hand embroidery crewel 
work designs. 

Special considerations need to be taken at the machine for 
successful results:

1. Slow the machine down  - this is a very textured thread and 
can break more easily than a traditional polyester or rayon 
thread

2. Reduce TOP thread tension - newer machines that have 
automatic tensioning adjustments may not need to do this - 
if your thread breaks/snaps/shreds, try decreasing the top 
tension.

3. Use the same bobbin thread as you normally would

4. Disengage/turn off your thread cutter at the machine.  If 
you use the VP3 format natively in your machine (Viking/
Pfaff), trim commands are saved in the design format.  Turn 
OFF the trim commands in your software.
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5. Use a wire brush (Filaine brush from Sulky or mini wire 
brush) to “beat up” the threads causing them to blossom 
and blend.

Keywords that indicate the 
design was digitized specifically 
for 12wt thread: 

12wt thread design

Fur / Brushed

Heavy / Thick thread

Wool / Textured

Designs may be created to have multiple thread weights used in the stitching process.  Be 
sure to read the instructions completely for best results! 

Fabric Type & Preparation 

Heavier weight fabric supports stitches.

Denim, Canvas, Tapestry

Lightweight fabrics need open weave to accommodate thread width

Linen, Raw Silk

Stabilizer Suggestions 

Depends on the weight of the fabric AND the density of the chosen design

Tearaway if you want to remove easily

Use liquid stabilizer to stiffen lighter weight fabrics (scraps of topping + water)

For a cutaway - try organza and trim close.

Very stable and sheer



Digitizing Considerations  







Blog post explaining how to use the measuring tool in the Embrilliance program to measure 
stitch length and density: 
https://sew-bubbles.com/using-measuring-tool-embrilliance/
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